
HIGH DENSITY CARTRIDGE Heaters 

Applications: Plastic Injection Moulds, Dies, Hot Plates, Fluid heating, Sealing, Platens.

Technical Specifications

Maximum Operating Temperature           For lncoloy- 800°C (1400° F) 
                                                                     For 5S304 - 500°( (950° F)  

Maximum Volts                                                  A240 (440 volt when
                                                                     applicable, consult Excel)   

Maximum Watt Density                             200 W/in 

Outer Diameter Tolerance inches     ±.002 (upto dia:5/8")
                                                                     & ± .004 (above dia: ¾")

Outer Diameter Tolerance MM     ±.050 (upto dia:16mm)
                                                                     & ± .80(above dia: 20mm)

Resistance Tolerance                         NEMAstandard plus 10% minus 5% 

Wattage Tolerance                                     NEMAstandard plus 5% minus 10%  

HIGHER RELIABILITY

HIGHER TEMPERATURE

HIGHER WATT DENSITY

LONGER HEATER LIFE 
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EXCEL's HIGH-DENSITY cartridge heaters are among the most 
versatile and widely used cartridge heaters throughout the
industry. They are valuable for alleviating problems created by high 
watt densities, high wattage, excessive vibration, poor �t, or 
where short heater life is a constant problem. 
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Specially fabricated flexible lead wire

Ceramic end cap and swaged-in lava plug protects the 
internal cartridge from outer contamination. Various types 
of seals can also be provided 

Nickel-chrome resistance wire is precisely wound on a high 
purity magnesium oxide core placing the resistance wire as 
close to the inside sheath as possible. This provides excel-
lent heat transfer, and results in highest possible watt 
densities and longer heater life 

High temperature alloy sheath material is used on all 
HIGH-DENSITY cartridge heaters to provide the best
combination of physical strength and resistance to high 
temperature 

Specially selected grain size and high purity magnesium 
oxide is used to fill all remaining space inside the sheath. 
Heater assembly is then compacted by a swaging
operation, which crushes the ceramic core and compacts 
the magnesium oxide grains into a solid mass, thereby 
increasing thermal conductivity and dielectric strength 

FEATURES
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For more details about the product, visit our website
www.excelheaters.com or contact our technical team
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